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Abstract
A non-contact atomic force microscopy-based method has been used to map the static lateral
forces exerted on an atomically sharp Pt/Ir probe tip by a graphite surface. With measurements
carried out at low temperatures and in the attractive regime, where the atomic sharpness of the
tip can be maintained over extended time periods, the method allows the quantification and
directional analysis of lateral forces with piconewton and picometer resolution as a function of
both the in-plane tip position and the vertical tip–sample distance, without limitations due to a
finite contact area or to stick-slip-related sudden jumps of tip apex atoms. After reviewing the
measurement principle, the data obtained in this case study are utilized to illustrate the unique
insight that the method offers. In particular, the local lateral forces that are expected to
determine frictional resistance in the attractive regime are found to depend linearly on the
normal force for small tip–sample distances.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

In the last two decades, the atomic origins of friction have
been a topic of intense research, spurred by the emergence
of micro- and nanoscale devices featuring sliding components
with very small dimensions [1, 2]. In such devices, atomic
friction and wear play an important role due to the increased
percentage of surface atoms compared to those in the bulk and
the breakdown of traditional lubrication schemes. The related
scientific efforts have been aided by the invention of novel
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experimental tools such as the friction force microscope [3],
which enables researchers to observe frictional phenomena at
the nanoscale [4–6].

In traditional friction force microscopy (FFM) experi-
ments, a nanoscale tip representing a single-asperity contact
is moved over the sample surface and the local lateral forces
experienced by the tip are recorded to deduce the frictional
properties of the surface on the nanoscale (see, e.g. [7–10]).
The motivation behind this approach is that understanding
the frictional behavior of a single nanoscale asperity allows
predictions to be made about friction in spatially larger
systems. But even though the nanoasperity realized in
an FFM experiment represents an excellent model system
mimicking an asperity in an actual slider, it is important to
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realize how the information that can be gathered from such
experiments is limited. First, since the contact area of the
tip with the substrate surface in traditional FFM experiments
comprises many atoms (often dozens or even hundreds of
atoms), atom-specific information is difficult to extract due to
averaging of the tip–sample interaction over the whole contact
area [11, 12]. Next, lateral forces experienced by the tip during
sliding cause the tip to get ‘trapped’ in local potential minima
of the surface under most circumstances, which leads to a
‘stick-slip’ type of movement where the tip ‘jumps’ from one
potential minimum to the next [7–9, 13, 14]. During the rapid
slip events, the tip passes the majority of the effective surface
potential faster than typical data point collection rates allow to
track its path. As a consequence, no information is available
on a large portion of the profiled surface potential [9, 15].
Finally, it has been shown that atoms at the tip apex possess
a ‘sidewards flexibility’ large enough to avoid passage of the
steepest slopes and highest peaks of the potential landscape
when moving along a specific direction [9]. Instead, the apex
atoms will follow the energetically most favorable path in the
chosen general direction of sliding, which often looks like a
zigzag path [15, 16]. As a result, certain areas, such as the
vicinity of potential maxima are not profiled at all.

In recent years, new approaches have been introduced
that overcome some of these limitations, such as the appli-
cation of very small normal forces during measurement [17],
electromechanical actuation of the tip–sample contact [18],
and recording the flexural contact resonance frequency [19].
Despite these advances, the recording of complete maps
of lateral forces and surface potentials with true atomic
resolution could not be achieved.

In this context, non-contact atomic force microscopy
(NC-AFM) [20] emerges as an interesting alternative.
NC-AFM relies on monitoring and recording the changes in
the resonance frequency of a cantilever with an atomically
sharp probe tip, which are caused by the tip apex interacting
with surface atoms while it is being scanned near a
sample’s surface. Due to the non-contact operation, the tip
remains atomically sharp, and information on the entire
tip–sample potential can be gathered. Applying measurement
and analysis procedures that have been introduced with the
recently developed method of three-dimensional atomic force
microscopy (3D-AFM), which represents an extension of NC-
AFM, these shifts in resonance frequency1f can be collected
in a dense (x, y, z) array near the surface with picometer spatial
positioning accuracy [21–24]. Subsequently, the complete
data array can be converted into three-dimensional (3D)
force and energy maps with piconewton/millielectronvolt
resolution, respectively.

After a brief description of measurement procedures and
experimental conditions, this paper illustrates the depth of
friction-related information that can be obtained from such
investigations. Towards this end, we are using a data set
obtained on graphite, aspects of which have been previously
published [21, 22]. While these earlier papers covered general
aspects of the data set [21] as well as methodological
issues [22], this third part extends the discussion by focusing
on the dependence of the lateral forces on normal forces,

lattice site, and distance from the surface. This information is
of considerable interest due to graphite’s excellent properties
as a solid lubricant, which make it a meaningful choice for
this case study. As the most notable result, we find that the
local lateral forces that are expected to determine frictional
resistance in the attractive regime depend linearly on normal
force for small tip–sample distances.

2. Measurement method and experimental details

The details of the home-built non-contact atomic force
microscope used for data acquisition and the three-
dimensional data collection scheme we are following have
been described elsewhere [21–23, 25]. The corresponding
step-by-step procedure is summarized in figure 1. In essence,
the cantilever-shaped prong of a tuning fork with spring
constant k ≈ 2000 N m−1 that has an atomically sharp,
electrochemically etched Pt/Ir tip attached at its free end
is oscillated perpendicular to the sample surface with an
amplitude of A = 0.25 nm. The aforementioned deviation
1f [26] of the prong’s resonance frequency from its initial
value of f0 = 29 023 Hz (figure 1(a)) is then recorded at
6 K and under ultrahigh vacuum conditions in a dense grid
(every 6.83 pm laterally and every 1 pm vertically, maximum
frequency shift −28 Hz) and converted to reflect normal
forces (figure 1(b)) using the Sader–Jarvis method [27]. The
3D lateral force data are then obtained through a two-step
process: normal force data are first integrated in the vertical
direction to obtain a 3D potential energy map (figure 1(c));
lateral forces are subsequently recovered by calculating the
in-plane derivatives of the potential.

This last step is illustrated in figures 1(d) and (e),
where perspective representations of potential energy data
obtained at a fixed height of z = 12 pm near a potential
energy minimum are displayed as a function of x and y
(throughout this paper, we arbitrarily calibrate all heights
relative to the plane of closest approach for which we
have continuous data). Thereby, the arrows in figure 1(e)
represent the in-plane gradients of the energy field and thus
the magnitude and direction of the static lateral forces acting
on the tip apex at each raster grid point. As expected, lateral
forces point towards the potential minimum. Two-dimensional
(x, z) and (x, y) maps of lateral forces obtained from potentials
by differentiation as well as torsional resonance frequency
tracking have been presented before [28–32]. In addition,
lateral force data based on an NC-AFM approach have been
produced by oscillating the cantilever parallel to the surface
and recording the frequency shift caused by lateral forces [12,
33]. The present 3D approach differs from most of these
efforts as it enables the analysis of the strength and direction
of lateral forces within a given horizontal plane with respect
to lattice position as well as their distance dependence from
the surface with picometer resolution.

An important point that must be considered when
pursuing a rigorous analysis of any data is their accuracy.
Even though the piezoelectric scanners commonly employed
in low-temperature atomic force microscopy setups are ideally
able to achieve the picometer-precise positioning accuracy
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Figure 1. Figure illustrating the procedure used to recover the lateral forces acting on the tip apex in the non-contact regime. (a) A tip
located at the end of a cantilever oscillating at resonance frequency is scanned near a graphite surface in an (x, y) grid while the difference
1f of the current resonance frequency compared to the eigenfrequency of the free cantilever is recorded for each data point. By variation of
the tip–sample distance z, a complete data array (1f , x, y, z) is obtained. (b) From such data, the tip–sample forces Fz acting in the normal
direction can be recovered as a function of their spatial location (x, y, z) relative to the sample surface (array size:
1750 pm× 810 pm× 172 pm). (c) Integration in the z direction produces the corresponding (E, x, y, z) array, where E reflects the potential
energy between tip and sample. (d) A 300 pm× 280 pm subset of this data array at a fixed height z = 12 pm is plotted in perspective,
showing a potential energy well located at the center of the hexagonal unit cell of graphite (average energy: −5.47 eV, corrugation:
38 meV). (e) By calculating the in-plane derivatives of the potential for each data point (arrows), the magnitude and direction of the forces
that act laterally on the tip apex are recovered.

advertised in section 1, the accuracy with which the data
collected by the technique can actually be assigned to
a specific lattice site is nevertheless limited by structural
asymmetries of the tip apex and its elastic deflections under
the influence of external forces as it is being scanned over
the sample surface [24, 32, 34, 35]. The extent of elastic
deformation ultimately depends on how close the tip apex
approaches the sample surface in question as well as on the
lateral and vertical stiffness of the specific tip. A thorough
evaluation of these issues, including a detailed comparison
of current methods and approaches used in atomic-scale
surface force field spectroscopy, as well as a detailed
discussion regarding the effect of tip asymmetry, is presented
elsewhere [24]. In short, we find that post-data-acquisition
correction procedures as described in [22] alleviate most
of the effects associated with overall deflections of the tip
apex caused by normal forces, even though structural tip
asymmetries and deformations due to local lateral forces
may still distort the measured tip–sample force field when
compared to the ‘true’ surface force field that would be
experienced by a single atom probe. From the maximum
lateral force gradient observed in our data set, a lower limit of
9 N m−1 for the lateral tip stiffness can be estimated, which
translates into a distortion of less than two pixels (<14 pm)

for any data point. This value is small enough that it does
not alter any of the findings and conclusions drawn below,
i.e. disregarding this experimental aspect is justified. On the
other hand, we will see that asymmetry effects associated with
the specific tip used in the experiment are evident.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 summarizes the basic information needed for the
subsequent more detailed analysis. First, normal and lateral
force maps obtained at a fixed height above the surface are
displayed in figures 2(a) and (b), respectively [21, 22]. It can
be observed that maximum lateral forces are concentrated in
asymmetric rings around attractive force maxima, which have
previously been identified as coinciding with the hollow sites
of the graphite lattice [21, 36–38]. The evolution of lateral
forces with varying distance from the surface is investigated
using vertical slices through the data set such as those pictured
in figures 2(c) and (d) for two different crystallographic
directions. We find that the lateral force corrugation decreases
gradually with increasing distance from the surface. This
reduction causes clear atomic resolution to disappear at
heights larger than roughly 120 pm above the plane of closest
approach, which corresponds to normal forces smaller than
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Figure 2. (a) Normal force map (1700 pm× 760 pm) obtained at a height of 12 pm. The average normal force at this height is −2.31 nN
and the corrugation ≈70 pN. Exemplary locations of A (red) and B (white) type atoms of the graphite lattice are given (with A and B type
atoms distinguished based on whether or not they have a neighbor in the layer below; see [21]). (b)–(f) Lateral force maps. (b) The
magnitude of the lateral force obtained at the same height as in (a). The color scale ranges from 0 to 120 pN (dark to bright). (c), (d) The
distance dependence of lateral forces extracted from the three-dimensional data set by cutting vertical slices along the solid (c) and dashed
(d) lines indicated in (b) with the color scale ranging from 0 to 100 pN (dark blue to dark red). Vertical axes correspond to z values from 0 to
120 pm. In (d), the locations of the A and B type atoms are highlighted by semitransparent spheres using the same color code as in (a) and
(b). (e) Zoom into the area that is highlighted in (b) by the white rectangle; data points are represented by vectors indicating the magnitude
and direction of the lateral forces. (f) A further zoom into the area marked in (e). The background contrast has been altered compared to (e)
for better visibility of the force field vectors.

about −1.6 nN (the negative sign indicates attractive forces).
The largest lateral force observed in the plane of closest
approach is ≈0.21 nN. This is comparable to the maximum
lateral forces observed on Si [29] and KBr [30] using similar
techniques and the lateral forces observed during lateral atom
manipulation [39], but somewhat smaller than the 8 nN
observed on NiO [28].7 Finally, figures 2(e) and (f) reflect
zoom images of the areas marked by the white rectangles in
figures 2(b) and (e), respectively. The superimposed arrows
represent the magnitude and direction of the static lateral
forces at each data point, as in figure 1(e).

From this starting point, let us move on by noting three
interesting issues.

(1) The lateral force rings around attractive normal force
maxima exhibit an asymmetry that is incongruent with
the hexagonal symmetry of the underlying lattice. As
indicated in section 2, we assign this effect to the

7 Note that the chemical composition and the structure of the tip apex affect
the tip–sample interaction significantly (see [40, 41]).

asymmetric shape of the tip apex with which the surface
force field is probed. In contrast to conventional FFM
experiments where the contact is comprised of many
atoms, only the few outermost atoms of the tip apex
are effectively probing the sample in NC-AFM, with
one atom dominating the contrast in atomic-resolution
images. Thus, tip asymmetries become readily observable
in high-resolution lateral force maps such as the ones
presented here.

(2) Lateral force vectors point towards the centers of the
lateral force rings, where the potential minima (i.e. normal
attractive force maxima) are located on hollow sites of
the graphite lattice. Even though the lateral force data
presented here have been acquired in the attractive force
regime, previous studies [9, 13] suggest that potential
minima for contact mode sliding of single asperities
on graphite are also located on the hollow sites of the
graphite lattice. Sharp sliders moving on this surface
would therefore be trapped in these locations, leading
to an incomplete surface profiling due to the stick-slip
motion discussed earlier. Since the tip oscillation in
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Figure 3. Lateral force maps for fixed normal force values of −2.31 nN (a), −2.19 nN (b), −1.99 nN (c), −1.89 nN (d), and −1.76 nN (e),
with the color scale as in figure 2(b). Three arbitrary locations on a lateral force ring are designated as (I)–(III). (f)–(h) Plots of lateral force
(FL) versus normal force (Fz) for points (I)–(III), respectively. Overall linear behavior is clearly observed for small tip–sample distances,
even though slight deviations to this trend exist, as shown in (g). A similar relationship between lateral and normal forces exists for all
points located on lateral force rings. (i) Plot of the lateral force experienced by the tip with respect to normal force at three random locations
outside of the lateral force rings. For these locations, which are marked in (a) with (i)–(iii), non-linear behavior is observed.

NC-AFM overcomes such tip trapping, our approach
delivers continuous, quantitative real-space images of
the lateral forces as well as the underlying potential
landscape on all lattice sites of this surface with picometer
resolution [23].

(3) The lateral force values measured outside the rings
are found to be comparatively low. This localization
in confined regions around potential minima differs
from other materials, where lateral forces show mainly

sinusoidal character (e.g. [28]). We have previously
speculated that this difference might help explain the
excellent frictional properties of graphite as a solid
lubricant, as sliders incongruent with the hollow site
symmetry would float on the region of low lateral
forces [21].

To further extend our analysis, we make use of
the fact that 3D-AFM intrinsically delivers a complete
eight-parameter data array (x, y, z, Fx, Fy, Fz, E, Ediss),
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which comprises the three spatial directions, the conservative
(i.e. static) tip–sample forces in these directions, the
tip–sample potential energy, and the energy that is dissipated
during oscillation, respectively [21–23]. To study correlations
and dependences, any of these parameters, or combinations of
them, can be investigated as a function of all or a subset of
the other parameters. Since we are interested in friction, we
construct maps plotting the magnitudes of the lateral forces

FL =

√
F2

x + F2
y as a function of x and y for selected constant

normal forces Fz. From such maps, the lateral forces that
would be encountered by a hypothetical slider with the shape
of the specific AFM tip used in the experiment as it profiles
the surface with a fixed attractive normal force covered by the
3D data set can be recovered.

This idea is illustrated in figures 3(a)–(e), where
horizontal slices of lateral forces are shown for five fixed
normal forces of −2.31 to −1.76 nN. Since all data have
been acquired in the attractive interaction regime, our situation
does not reflect a true frictional contact, for which the
AFM tip would need to move over the surface in repulsive
contact. Despite this shortcoming, the dependence of FL
on Fz at different lattice locations on the sample surface
reveals itself as remarkably noteworthy: while FL displays
almost perfectly linear dependence on Fz on rings of high
lateral force concentration up to the distance where atomic
resolution is lost (corresponding to normal forces of around
−1.6 nN, see figures 3(f)–(h)), erratic and non-linear behavior
is observed when the dependence of FL on Fz is investigated
for locations outside of the lateral force rings (see figure 3(i)).
It is important to note here that the data provided by the
3D-AFM technique precisely represents the static lateral force
field based on the interaction of the probe tip with the sample
surface in the attractive regime. On points above lateral
force rings such as (I)–(III) in figure 3(a), linear coefficients
µ between FL and Fz ranging between 0.09 and 0.17 are
observed, with ≈0.10 being the mean value. The fact that
this value is at least an order of magnitude higher than what
has been previously observed on graphite using FFM [3, 10]
supports point 3 discussed above.

To put these findings into context, we remind ourselves
that sharp sliders moving over the graphite surface in repulsive
contact are known to get stuck in the potential minima
(hollow sites) of the surface [9, 13]. The lateral forces
concentrated around such potential minima then determine
static friction values encountered by those sliders, with the
static friction being equivalent to the maximum value of
static lateral force encountered while moving out of the
potential minimum position in a certain direction. Therefore,
if in future experiments the normal force range covered
by the 3D-AFM data set could be extended well into the
repulsive regime [12, 42, 43], it would be interesting to see
whether the asymmetric lateral force rings observed in the
experiments described here would again be encountered and
whether the linear trend observed between FL and Fz would
similarly manifest. Such experiments would contribute to a
more complete understanding of the fundamental origins for
the surprisingly general validity of Amontons’ fundamental
law of friction, which features such a linear relationship. But

even for the force range covered by the present set, our data
suggest that atoms in a rough sliding contact that are not
touching the interface, but are close, may actually follow a
basically linear friction–load relationship. Since every rough
contact features a very large number of atoms that slide in
such close-contact conditions, but are not actually touching,
this finding may add another aspect to the many different
effects contributing to the linear friction–load behavior found
almost universally.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we presented three-dimensional, piconewton
resolution lateral force data obtained on graphite with an
NC-AFM-based technique, which allowed tracking of the
lattice site, distance, and normal force dependence of lateral
forces in the attractive interaction regime. Lateral forces
were observed to be heavily concentrated in asymmetric
rings around potential minima, which correspond to the
hollow sites of the graphite lattice, where they depend
linearly on normal force at small tip–sample distances.
Future experimental challenges include the extension of the
experimental approach into the repulsive interaction regime
to form a better understanding of lateral forces and potential
energy landscapes that would be encountered by single
nanoasperities sliding in repulsive contact on surfaces of
interest.
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